Welcome to the AVAM’s 2018-2019 mega-exhibition Parenting: An Art Without a Manual! Search the first floor hallway and second floor gallery for the answers to the scavenger hunt questions below.

1. What material did artist Allen David Christian use to create his sculptures?

2. Located by the 2nd floor elevator, Mary Proctor’s painting “Train Up A Child” lists some values she thinks a child should learn while they are growing up. What are some of those words?

3. Name one artist featured in the exhibit who lives, or has lived, in Baltimore.

4. Match the artist with the material they used to create their artwork.
   
   Francisco Loza
   Loring Cornish
   Jordan MacLachlan

   Pennies
   Ceramics
   Colorful yarn
5. Find artist Wendy Brackman’s “Ties that Bind” installation made from men’s neckties. Can you spot the following hidden images? Match them below!

- Butterfly with the button eyes
- Candles burning
- Pink tree
- Man with mustache
- Red man with a flower
- Wooly monster face

6. Find the small theaters (or teatros in Italian) created by artist Mars Tokyo. Which one do you find most interesting? Why?